Mel Shand
Email: melshand.artist@gmail.com
All Mel’s classes are on Thursday 24th in Castleton Hall upstairs.
No of spaces 8
Each class is £15, but you can do all three for £40
1. Drawing where you can't go wrong....

10.00 – 12.00

A fun class using experimental techniques to discover you CAN
actually draw. All the time I hear folk say they can't draw - what
they mean is they are overly critical of the results! This is a fun class
using various experimental techniques to discover that you can
actually draw. Using botanical elements from the nature table,
continuous line and mirror drawing with gentle guidance in a small
class with time for everyone - you will hopefully gain some
confidence and build on your skills. Suitable for all levels. Bring a
pencil and a sketchbook, other materials provided.

2. Drawing from Photographs

13.00 – 15.00

I'm often asked if I use photographs for drawing from - and of
course I do! They are an excellent reference point - but there
are so many tips and pitfalls to learn and beware of -so that the
results are not too static and lifeless. By looking at a selection
of photographs I will help you decide what you need to help you
learning to draw what you can't always see in front of you.
Understanding how to transform your work, no matter what the
subject - landscape, people or pets - I can help you improve!
(that's quite a bold statement - but I'm prepared to stand by it!)
Bring a range of images, and drawing materials and I will
demonstrate how to go about achieving success it's as much
about what to leave out as what to include!

3. Digital drawing with an Ipad

15.30 – 17.30

Digital drawing apps are very popular now and this class offers
instruction to get great results. If you have an ipad and you can
download sketchpad pro, with or without a digital pencil, I will show
you what can be achieved for layout, design, greetings cards,
posters, life drawing or even drawing plien air.

